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Program-Level SLOs 

Upon completion of their course of study in the Physics Department, students will be able to identify the 
physical principles which are relevant to or responsible for given physical phenomena 

Upon completion of their course of study in the Physics Department, students will be able to identify 
and apply the applicable laws of physics along with the necessary mathematics to successfully solve a 
physics problem. 

Upon completion of their course of study in the Physics Department, students will be able to use 
appropriate instruments in order to collect data.  Students will be able to interpret and analyze that 
data, including error analysis. 

 

Course Level SLOs 

Physics 1A: Mechanics of Solids 

Drawing and Using a Free-Body Diagram to Solve Statics Problems - Given a situation involving an object 
or objects in static equilibrium, the student will be able to draw a diagram or diagrams illustrating all 
forces acting on the object(s). The diagram(s) will correctly illustrate the line of action of each force. The 
student will introduce a well-defined coordinate system, pivot point, and sign convention for torques.  
For each force, the student will correctly compute all relevant Cartesian components and associated 
torques. The student will be able to use the force components and torques in association with Newton’s 
laws to compute a quantitative result. 

 

Physics 1B: Fluids, Heat and Sound 

Using state diagrams to interpret, quantitatively and qualitatively, process involving the ideal gas – 
Given a verbal description of a sequence of connected ideal-gas processes operating as an engine, 
construct a PV diagram for the cycle and determine the state of the gas at specified points on the cycle. 
Indicate where heat enters and leaves the cycle, and calculate the cycle’s thermodynamic efficiency. 

 

Physics 1C: Electricity and Magnetism 

Ability to Solve for Charges and Currents in a Steady State DC Current – Given a complex circuit, the 
student will be able to simplify the circuit, write the appropriate equations, and solve for the desired 
currents, voltages, energies and/or power. 

 

Physics 1D: Optics and Modern Physics 

Drawing and Using a Free-Body Diagram to Solve Statics Problems – Given a situation where an image is 
formed by two optic elements (either two mirrors, two lenses, or a lens and a mirror) the student will be 
able to determine the position and size of the final image, given the position and size of the object.  The 
student will be able to graphically illustrate the formation of the image using ray-tracing diagrams. 

 

Physics 2A:  General Physics 

Solve Word Problems – Given a word problem, students will identify the physical principals required to 
solve the problem, they will then model the physical principles, and formulate the equations necessary 
to solve the problem.  Students will correctly solve the equations and report the answer using correct 



units. 

 

Physics 2B: General Physics 

Solve Word Problems – Given a word problem, students will identify the physical principals required to 
solve the problem, they will then model the physical principles, and formulate the equations necessary 
to solve the problem.  Students will correctly solve the equations and report the answer using correct 
units. 

 

Physics 3A: General Physics with Calculus 

Solve Word Problems – Given a word problem, students will identify the physical principals required to 
solve the problem, they will then model the physical principles, and formulate the equations necessary 
to solve the problem.  Students will correctly solve the equations and report the answer using correct 
units. 

 

Physics 3B: General Physics with Calculus 

Solve Word Problems – Given a word problem, students will identify the physical principals required to 
solve the problem, they will then model the physical principles, and formulate the equations necessary 
to solve the problem.  Students will correctly solve the equations and report the answer using correct 
units. 

 

Physics 11: Descriptive Introduction to Physics 

Provide a Conceptual Explanation of Natural Phenomenon – Given a description of a physical situation 
(floating ice cube, falling body, …) the student should be able to recognize the basic physical principles 
involved and explain how they are manifested in, and influence the behavior of, the situation. 

 

Physics 13: Quantitative Aspects of Elementary Physics 

Drawing and Using a Free-Body Diagram to Solve Statics Problems – Given a situation involving an object 
or objects in static equilibrium, the student will be able to draw a diagram or diagrams illustrating all 
forces acting on the object(s). The diagram(s) will correctly illustrate the line of action of each force. The 
student will introduce a well-defined coordinate system, pivot point, and sign convention for torques.  
For each force, the student will correctly compute all relevant Cartesian components and associated 
torques. The student will be able to use the force components and torques in association with Newton’s 
laws to compute a quantitative result. 

 


